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The genus Arrhopalites (Collembola: Sminthuridae)
in the United States and Canada1)
lVith plates 11 (1) -19 (9)
This genus is one of the most widespread cave forms throughout
the Holarctic region. Most of the forms found in caves are troglophiles,
and thus any major consideration must involve all the species of the
group.
Recent work on the members of this genus has completely altered
the basis of its taxonomy. Stach in 1945 analyzed the rather intricate
external anatomy and in 1947 Denis added a system for naming the
setae of the dens. Other major additions to the system were made by
Cassagnau and Delamare in 1953, by Stach in 1956, and finally by
Gisin in his monumental work of 1960. Numerous smaller publications
of great importance came out during this period. Yosii, for example,
in 1954 and :1956analyzed the Japanese species of the group and added
some basic information. This present study is the first attempt to
apply the system to the Nearctic forms and to add a little to our
general knowledge of the group.
In the course of the past twenty years the huge majority of specimens
of this genus found in Nor,th America have been called A. binoculatus.
As Stach has pointed out, this name must give way to several others,
and the one most typical for epigeic specimens is the European A.
principalis. This species, however, does not occur in North America
and a number of indigenous species have been described: Packard's
A. jerruginacus in 1888, Folsom's A. bCllitus in :1896, Banks' A. mam-
mouthia in 1897, Mills' A. diversus in 1934, and Jacot's A. whitesidei in
1938. These names have generally been ignored or mistreated due to
the fact that only the rare diversus had an adequate description. In
1) This work was made possible by N. S. F. gran t '15956.
2) Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa (U.S.A.).
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the cOlll'se of this study I have had an opportunity to examine the
types of all of the species named and have been able to place the
various forms with some degree of certainty.
llrrhopaliles has a number of characteristics available for taxonomic
purposes, and several of these arc both clear cut and relatively constant.
The biggest difficulty is that some characteristics al'e usable only in
adult female individuals, and in most cases the males can be placed
only tentatively, or when they arc associated with females of an
identifiable species. A second big problem arises from the rarity of
most of the species. This is true in both epigeic and cave habitats, Imt
it is most striking in the former. A particular species may be very
abundant in caves, but even here the specimens of Arrhopaliles may
be few and far between when other cave genera such as Oneopodllf'a,
Sinella 01' Onyehillrus arc abundant. The result of this is that anything
approximating a complete work would requir'e exhaustive collection
of a whole region, as shown by: (1) the continuous discovery of new
species of the genus throughout Europe, and (2) the rarity of multiple
collections. This also means that many of the samples examined were
extremely meager, and hence the present work must be viewed as
preliminary. This is so serious in this group that three of the species
here examined were represented by one poor specimen each. These
forms are briefly described and/or keyed and charted, but they arc
not named. I felt naming unwisc until bcttcr material was available
for cxamination.
This study was made possible by the assistance of a largc 111Imber
of people, and I wish to thank all of them. The study was greatly
facilitated by the extensive preliminary work and collection of Dr. II.
B. Mills. A good deal of the remaining epigeic material came through
the courtesy of Mrs. Mary Quigley of the U.S. National Museum, while
much of the cave material was collected by Dr. T. C. Barr of the
University of Kentucky. Most of the labor of measlll'ing, mounting,
etc., was done by my two assistants, Peter Snyder and .Jack Spence.
A comparison between the i\'earctic species and a large number of old
world forms was made possible by the loan of large series of specimens
from Dr. Delamare Deboutteville. I t is clear both from the present
work and from the descriptions available that many, if not most, of
the types of organ variation seen in European species are also seen in
the Nearctic materia!. However, the combinations of characteristics
arc almost always different. Thus, A. alllls has ungues and antennae
very much like A. agglelekensis, but dental spination like A. pygmaeus
and a subanal appendage resembling A. lurealus. Only two species
resemble European forms enough to be considercd synonyms. These
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are A. pygmaens and A. caeCIlS. In both cases it is possible that we
are dealing with widespread species such as E/ltomobrya /liralis.
The new characteristics introduced by Stach, and worked out by
other authors, are difficult to use, and I will briefly describe and
discuss the various characteristics and point out a few new modifi-
cations. The anal valves of the females are equipped with a variety of
setae and subanal appendages. These are extremely complex (see
Plate 12) and will be discussed later. The largest setae vary considerably
in size and structure (see Fig. 85-91) and may bear flanges with deep
01' shallow serrations at their bases. The presence of supplementary
shOl,t spines on the anal valns is characteristic of species of the A.
('aecus group.
There is a characteristic chaetotaxy on the dorsal (Fig. 3) and
ventral (Fig. Ii) smfaces of the dens. These setae vary somewhat in
position, and those described as being in a particular row may not
always follow each other in a straight line; however, it is usually easy
to determine to which series a particular setae belongs. As can be seen
from Plate It, there are at least two basic types of structme of these
organs in Nearctic material, each ha ving seveml modifications. One of
these modifications occurs in the distribution of the spine-like setae
and the degree to which they are spine-like. Figure 5 shows a series of
L2 spines, and it can be seen from this that the question of spine-like
01' not may be a difficult one. Inmost cases the setae are either like
D and clearly spine-like, or like A and clear-Iy not. (In notation of
dental chaetotaxy, spine-like setae are indicated with capital letters
while others are shown with small letters.)
The cephalic chaetotaxy is quite regular in the disposition of setae
(see Fig. 2). The lettering used here is new and should he some aid in
indicating the type of chaetotaxy and the distribution of heavy spines
on the head. The only significant variation in the disposition of the
setae is the presence of :'III' It is absent in most species and present in
only some of the members of anyone species so far examined.
The mucro is another characteristic which requires some ex-
planation. It is usually trough shaped with both edges serrate. The
ventral margin may be straight or variously indented (Fig. 6), while
the apex of the organ may he pointed, flanged or bulbed. The unguis
is fairly constant throughout the group although minor difTerences
may occur (see Plate 13), and these are sometimes useful in separation.
Over two hundred specimens belonging to eight species were meas-
med in this study. The sum of the data is too bulky 1'01' reprinting
here, but is available to interested persons upon request. As with the
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Enlomobryini previously worked on, most of the organ ratios of the
Arrhopaliles can be expressed as straight lines (see Graph 17), with the
exception of A. clams and A. altus which usually have somewhat
difl'ering ratios.
A number of characteristics did not fit the pattern above. Most
interesting was the evolutionary progression found in the first sub-
segment of the fourth antennal segment (see Graph 18 above). Here we
have a situation similar in some respects to that seen in Sinella and Pseu-
dosinella. The trend, however, is not carried out if one considers the
antenna as a whole, but this is probably a result of the complex nature
of the antennae in these animals and the adjustments made in sllb-
segmentation. A difl'erent variation from the normal OCC1lI'Sif we con-
sider the relationship between the tibiotarsus and the cephalic diagonal
(see Graph 18 below). Here it is clear that a cllI've rather than a straight
line graph is required to fit the data, and A. clams fits on this
curve very well.
In view of all these facts it is clear that most of the difTerences in
ratios found in the genus are merely a result of the difTerent sizes of
the animals being examined and the fact that they all represent parts
of the same cllI've. These ratios are not entirely in valid distinctions
since there are significant size difTerences among the species, but it is
important to realize that apparent ratio difl'erences are merely differ-
ences in size. The animals seem to fall into follI' basic size categories,
as can be seen from Graph 18 below. If we consider the hind tibiotarsus
as a suitable size measurement, then we have A. caeeus and A.
benilus averaging about 0.13 mm., A. hirlus and A. dllbillS about
0.18 mm., A. pygmaells and A. (lIhilesidei about 0.25 mm., and
A. clams and A. altus (?) about 0.45 111m.It should be noted that a
great deal of overlap occurs, and only in the extremes are the sizes
entirely separate.
A considerable number of the important characteristics of this genus
can be roughly described in a formula or a number. One striking ex-
ception to this is the subanal appendage of the female. Here the
complexity of the organ and the extensive variation found within a
single species makes description lengthy and confusing. It is possible,
however, to derive a simple expression of both the individual shape
and the variation of the organ if we consider the morphological
relationships among the various types of structUl'e. In FigUl'e 11 I have
attempted to achieve a matrix of this sort. The simplest form to which
all the other types can be related is the form placed at the center of
the diagram. Around the periphery are located the extremes in difl'er-
entiation of the particular organ found in the various holarctic species.
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Other forms are envisioned as intermediates which can be normally
placed along radii running from the center outward, or occasionally as
intermediates running between such radii. To clarify the types of
strllctme expected along the various radii those considered to be at
the halfway mark are illustrated in each case. Each radius is numbered,
and the stage of development along each radius is represented by a
series of concentric circles. Although the radii furnished arc enough
to take care of the presently known hola/'ctic species, blank radii arc
left for future additions.
Now almost any organ fOl'm can he simply described by a combi-
nation of its radius number and lettered circle. Thus the organ shown
in Figure 7 would be desc/'ibed as 13 E, that shown in Figure 19 as 6D
while that shown in Figure 23 would be 14.D. Occasionally a specimen
will appear as an intermediate between radii. In this case the organ
should be described as follows: 4.B5, indicating circle B and inter-
mediate between radii 4.& 5. Thus the organ shown in Fig me 17
would be 5C6.
This system allows not only a moderately exact desc/'iption of a
single organ but also furnishes a very quick method for describing the
variation found within a single species. In most cases this will follow
a single radius and should be designated as follows:./1. caeeus 14.A-E.
In some cases, the variation encompasses parts of two radii with
gradation between these. In this case they should be shown as follows:
A. pygmaeus: lOA-C, 11 D-A. The gr'adation between radii is shown by
the superscribed above the appropriate places, and its absence would
indicate discrete variations.
This system and matrix is set up on a purely morphological basis
and should not in any way be assumed to represent the evolutionary
patterns involved. This may occur but it is not the goal, nor did it
enter into the formulation.
In the table which follows, the various organs which can be readily
represented are shown for all the Nearctic species of the group. It
should be noted that while the matrix is designed for all Holarctic
species, the table deals only with the Nearctic forms and, hence, not
all the radii are used.
In closing this section, I wish to point out that in several cases l
have stretched a species diagnosis to include what are probably two
or more species, merely because of the POOl'nature of the presently
available samples. When this is added to the three unnamed forms
listed here, and the probability that no more than two-thirds of the
actual Nearctic species have been collected, it is clear that this is a
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preliminary work and that much remains to be done. I hope that this
paper will do something toward laying a foundation for this work .
.All type material mentioned herein will be deposited in the Museum
of Comparative Zoology at Har\'ard Uni\'ersity, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, unless otherwise noted.
Tribe Arrhollalini
Genus AHRlfOPALITES Bomer
Synonymy:
Arrhopatiles Borner, 1906, MitL NaLurhisL .Mus. Hamburg 23: 182. Type
by original designation Sminlhurus Caecus Tullherg, J 871, Ofv. Kongl.
VeL-Akad. 28: H6.
Coecarr/lOpatiles Yosii, 1954, Kontyu, 20: 20-21. No type species designated.
Synonymized with .,1rrhopatiles Gisin, 1960, Collernbolenfauna Europas:
270.
Pseudarrhopatiles Stach, 1%5, The Aplerygolan Fauna of Poland in relation
10 the world fauna, Family Sminthuridae, Acta 1I10nogr. l\lus. NaL
Krakow: 62. Type by original designation A. dil'erSllS Alills, 1934, A
Monograph of the Collemhola of Iowa.
Sminthurinae having three or fewer eyes per side, females equipped
with subanal appendages, dentes nor'mally carrying spines on dorsal
surface, fourth antennal segment normally subdivided into fi\'e 01'
more subsegments, pigment usually reduced.
This easily recognized genus has had a number of genera created
for dilTerent sections; however', in view of the small number' of species
concerned, and the large number of common characteristics, I do not
feel that there is any merit in fragmentation of a clearly limited and
related unit.
Genus CO I_LO P jj 0If A Delamare & Massoud
Synonymy:
Collophora DeJamare- Deboutleville & MassotHI, 196!" Zool. Anz. 172: 29-36.
Type hy original designation Arr/wpatiles qlladriocutalus Denis, .1933,
Boll. Lab. Zool. Porlici 25: 28!,-285.
Following the lead of Hichards (unpublished) these authors ha\'e
erected a new genus to include Denis's species and one new form. The
genllS is readily separated from Arrhopalitcs on a basis of the capitate
abdominal bothriotrichia, the fused fOUI'th and fifth abdominal seg-
ments and several chaetotactic features.
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KEY TO TilE NEAHCTIC l\mM13ERS
OF THE TRIBE AHHHOPALINI
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1. FoUl' eyes per side Collophora quadrioculatus (Denis)
Two or less eyes per side (A rrhopalites) - 2
2. Anal valves with small spines in addilion to normal setae (Fig. 1) ;)
Anal valves without small spines !.
3. Unguis with long filament projecting from inner lamella (Fig. 2) .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , A. di(Jersus Mills (epigeic)
Unguis without long filament from inner lamella .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. A. caecus TuUb. (epigeic cave)
!•. Seven or more subsegments of fourth antennal segment 5
Six or less subsegments of fourth antennal segment 10
5. FOUl'th antennal subsegments eight or more. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Fourth antennal subsegments seven. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7
6. Female subanal appendage slender (Fig. 1), acuminate, apically bifurcate
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ./1. altus n. sp. (cave)
Female subanal appendage rod-like, apically weakly serrate .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. sp. (epigeic, Oregon)
7. Female subanal appendage deeply serrate.. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... 8
Female suhanal appendage weakly serrate or smooth. . . . . . . . . . .. 9
8. Dorsum of dens with seta e6 absent 01' present, pigment weak, eyes 1!side
......................... A. hirtus n. sp. (doubtful epigeic + cave)
Dorsum of dens with seta e6 present, pigment heavy, eyes usually 2/side
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. A. bellingeri n. sp. (epigeic)
9. Cephalic spines weak ./1. clarus n. sp. (can)
Cephalic spines heavy A. sp. (cave, Pennsylvania)
10. Dorsum of dens with seta Id3 absent 11
Dorsum of dens with seta Id3 present 12
11. Subanal appendage of female strongly cUl'ved, acuminate, weakly or
sparsely serrate in pinnate fashion . ./1. whitesidei .Jacot (epigeic + cave)
Subanal appendage of female rod-like, deeply serrate over apical one-
third in palmate fashion A. benitus Folsom (epigeic + cave)
12. Dorsum of dens with seta L3 present 13
Dorsum of dens with seta L3 missing J!.
13. Dorsum of dens with seta e6 absent ./1. hirtus (see above)
Dorsu m of dens wi th seta e6 present. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15
H. Subanal appendage of female acuminate curved. A. sp. epigeic Calif.
Subanal appendage of female rod-like A. dub ius n. sp. (cave)
15. Subanal appendage of female rod-like, apically ciliate 01' flanged ... 16
Suhanal appendage of female deeply serrate in palmate fashion or
acumina te and curved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
16. Seta E3 clearly spine-like, cephalic spines weak .
................................... A. pygmaeus (epigeic + cave)
Seta e3 not spine-like, cephalic spines heavy. A. alllarus n. sp. (epigeic)
. 17. SubanaI appendage of female acuminate curved, feathered or smooth
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. A. whitesidei
Suhanal appendage of female deeply serrate in palmate fashion .
........................... A. billlus n.sp.
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Table Comparative Table Nearctic Species Arrhopalites sens. lat.
No. 4th
Dorsal EyeAntennal Cephalic Subanal
Name Sub- Spines Append. Dental Number/
segments Chaelotaxy Sidc
A. caecus 5 strong l!u\-E E1 e2 ea e4 c5 c. 1
often d1 d2 da d4 d5 d.
unclear L1121a
A .. pygmaeus 5 weak ID-A E1 c2 Ea c4 e5 1
10-C e. e7
d1 d2
Id1 Id2 Ida Id4
1,11,2 La
A. bimus 5 weak ID-C15C as above 1
A. lVhitesidei 5 strong 6C 7C-E as above 1
Ida sometimes
missing
A. benitus 5 slrong 5C-E as above 1
to weak
A. bellingeri 7 strong 5C-D as pygmaeus 2
A. hirtus 6-7 weak 5C 6C-E as pygmaeus 1
except e.
missing
A. dubius 5 weak or 14A as pygmaeus 1
absen t cxcepl La
missing
A. clarus 7 weak 10C-D E1 c2 ea e4 e5 1
e. e7
d2 da
Id1 Id2 Ida Id4
1,11,2 La
A. amarus 6 strong 14D-E E1 e2 ea c4 e5 1
e. e7
d1 d2
Id1 Id2 Ida Id4
1,1 1,2 La
C. quadrioculatus 5 weak 13D-A E1 c2 ea e4 !,
15A-B d2
Id1 Id2 Ida
A. altus 9-10 weak 10E as pygmaeus 1
A. diversus none weak 13E E1 E2 Ea E4 E5 1
(e.) e7
01 d2 da d4 d5 d.
1,11,2 La (1,4)
A. sp. (Oregon) 7 strong lE ? 1
A. sp. (Penn.) 8-9 absent 6E7 ? 1
A. sp. (CaUL) none (?) weak 7E E1 e2 ea e4 e5 2 (?)
d1 02
I 101 102 Ida
1,112
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ARRliOPALiTES ALTUS new species
Figures: 13, 39, 60, 69, 83, 100
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Antennae long, fourth antennal segment divided into nine sub-
segments. Third segment without sign of swelling. Longest setae of
four,th antennal segment about three times as long as diameter of
segment, those of third segment about twice as long as segmental
diameter. Chaetotaxy of dorsum of head normal, M 1 absent. None of
the setae strikingly spine-like, but those of IL and L series and A3
somewhat thicker than the others. Eyes clear, one per side. No spine-
like setae on thorax or abdomen. The largest setae of the anal valves
subequal to the subanal appendages in size, and not flanged. Ungues
and empodial appendages of fore- and hind-legs similar in shape. The
posterior and middle pairs are somewhat shorter than the fore ungues
and have a clear inner tooth, absent in the fore ungues. Empodial
appendages with clear apical filaments and marked corner tooth.
Mucro with marked apical flange and smooth ventral margin. Chaeto-
taxy of dens as in A. pygmaens. Ve4 a little more than one fourth of
way from base to apex of dens. Tenaculum with posterior unpaired
lobe definitely longer than anterior lobe. Female subanal appendage
acuminate, straight with bifurcate tip. ;"Iale unknown.
Discussion:
This well marked species resembles A. clarns in some respects, but
is easily differentiated by the fact that the spines of the dens are clear
and relatively heavy, in contrast to the seta-like structure seen in that
species. Only two specimens of this species were seen and both came
from a single cave. I t is very likely that this is a troglobite species of
very local distribution. Type - l-Iolotype female.
Distribution:
Known only from type locality: Eyeless Fish Trail, Floyd Collins
Crystal Cave, Edmonson County, Kentucky, September 23, 1956, Barr
colI.
ARRHO PALi TES BELLiNGER! new species
Figures: 35, <'12,51, 75,98,99
Color dark reddish brown over whole of dorsum, head, and append-
ages: pale only on intersegmental membranes of thorax and ventral
surfaces. Pigment not uniform but with numerous small circular pale
spots throughout. Antennae usually stout with segments, fusiform in
shape. Fourth antennal segment with seven subsegments, but these
are often difficult to distinguish in mounted specimens. Two eyes per
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side in the form of a large double pigment spot with one clear and one
weakly de\'eloped cornea. Longest setae of third and fourth antennal
segments slightly longer than diameter of segment at that levcl.
Chactotaxy of hcad normal with ~Il abscnt; setae ofl Land L series
spine-like, others normal. First row of thoracic setac weakly spine-
like. Largest setae of anal valvcs somewhat thickcr than subanal
appendages, without flange at base. Fore and hind ungues, with clcar
median inner tooth and tunica. Empodial appcndages difTcrentiated,
postcrior pail' lanceolate while those of the fore appendages are basally
expanded and intcrnally excavate. All with long apical filaments and
weak corncr teeth. ~hlCro pointed and with a very weak indentation
on ventral surfacc. Dental chaetotaxy as in A. pygmaeus. Ve4 about
onc-fourth of distance from base to apex of dens. Tenaculum normal.
Subanal appendage of female as in A. benitus.
Discussion:
The most striking feature of this species is the posscssion of more
than onc pail' of cyes; however, this charactcristic is not a clear one.
In most of the specimcns it is possible to sce two pigment cups in
close contact, but it is possible to sec two separate cornea in only a
few specimens and even here the second cornea is very small. J n a few
cases the whole structure looks like a single eye with a very largc
pigment spot, but in the majority of cases the initial appearance is of
two contiguous eyespots equipped with a single very large cornea. The
species resembles A. benitus in many respects, but can be readily
distinguished on a basis of the suhsegrnents of thc fourth antenna]
segment and the dental chaetotaxy. 1t rcsembles the European A.
principalis more than any other species seen, but can be readily
distinguished from this species on the basis of the subsegments of the
fourth antennal segment, the eye structure and details of the cephalic
chaetotaxy. 1t bas the heaviest pigmentation of any species examined
in this study, and some of the specimens appeal' a dark reddish brown
to the naked eyc even when preserved in alcohol. lt is likely that they
arc even darker in life. Types - Holotype female, nine paratypes.
Distribution:
Known only from type locality: Schofield Pass, Colorado, 10,000 ft.
elev. August 8,\96\, Peter Bellinger' call.
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ARHIIOPALI'l'ES IJENJ'l'US Folsom
Figmes: 513, 5C, 36-38, 4!i, 55, 62, 63, 64, 71,74
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SIII!JlIlh1'U8 belli/us Folsom, 1896, Psyche 7: f,l, 6-1,50 [Type: Arlinglon, Mass.;
;'\[us. CompoZool., lIarvar'd].
Al'l'hopali/es bellilus J\lills 1934, n,A j\Jonograph of lhe Collembola of Iowa .
.'ll'l'hopaliles billoculalus sensu 1\1 ills 19:H, ;'\1aynard 1951, and olher American
aulhors.
Al'l'llOpaliles sub-billoculalus Denis, 19:33, Boll. Lab. Zool. Porlici 25: 287-288
[Type: Apaican, Cosla Hica]'
Antennae normal with five subsegments on fourth antennal seg-
ment. Longest setae of third and fomth antennal segrnentabout twice
the diameter of these segments. Eyes clear, one pel' side. Chaetotaxy
of head normal with setae of I Land L series heavy and spine-like.
Anterior most row of thoracic setae of weakly spine-like. Fore ungues
slightly more slender than hind. All ungues with clear inner median
tooth and all empodial appendages equipped with a clear corner tooth.
Empodial appendages with strong apical filaments as long as, 01' longer
than, the appendages. ;\Iucro with ventral margin str'aight and a clear
apical knob 01' Oange. Dental chaetotaxy normal, except for the ab-
sence of seta 113, Ventral setae with Ve4 more than one third of
distance from base to apex of dens. Tenaculum as in 11. pygrnaells,
except for posterior unpaired lobe, which is somewhat shorter than
the anterior two. Female subanal appendage palmate and deeply
serrate over apical one third.
Discussion:
This is the only species of epigeic 11,.,.hopalites which can be said to
be anything neal' common. About 80% of the epigeic collections
examined have tmned out to be of this species. The species is also the
most variable of all the species examined. I !owever, all attempts to
split it into a number of different species fail on the points of the
graded natme of variation, and the failme of any two characteristics
to vary concomitantly. The most striking variation concerns the
cephalic chaetotaxy. The spine-like setae of the head vary both in
shape and in number. In all cases they are clearly distinguishable
from the normal setae, b11t they may be anything from narrow cones
to massive, basally swollen forms (see Fig. 74). The most common
form has the spine-like setae limited to A3, 11.,1,I L2, 1.,1'and this is
the situation seen in the type specimens. 1.,2may also be spine-like in
these forms but it is usuallv hidden beneath the head. The various
types of spine distribution ;re summarized in the table.
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In addition to this variation, seta l\I2 is frequently absent and l\I1 is
frequently present. The distribution of these various cephalic chaeto-
taxy types does not seem to follow any particular geographic pattern,
although the samples examined were not inclusive enough to state
this with authority.
Table
Cephalic spines = x Cephalic selae (not spine-like) =+
Occurrence "15 1\1., ~Il A3 Al 11,1 I L2 L1
Common + + + X + X X X
(A. bell itus types)
Uncommon X X + X + X X X
Hare + + + + + x X x
Hare + X + + + X X X
Common X + + X X X X X
(A. sub-billoculatus
lypes)
Common X X X X + X X X
Hare X + X X + X X X
There is also a great deal of variation in the structure of the dental
spines. In some cases the spines of the L series arc relatively short
and end abruptly, but in most cases the spines of this series have a
short filamentous prolongation. The claws normally have a clear
tunica. However, in some specimens or whole populations the tunica
may be absent, or at least not readily visible. The mucro nOI'mally
has a clear apical knob or flange, but in a few specimens it appears to
be pointed. The large setae on the anal valves are normally not flanged
at the base. However, a few specimens show a slight expansion on
the basal portion without any clear serrations.
I have examined the types of both A. sllb-binoClllatlls Denis and
A. benitlls Folsom. They are similar in every respect save one: the
cephalic chaetotaxy. In this respect the two forms appear to be
difl'erent parts of what is a large pattern of variation (see chart above);
however, the nature of this variation does not merit separation of the
two forms as difl'erent species. Further analysis of the geographical
variation and genetics of the forms will be required before the real
basis of this variation can be established.
This form is similar in many respects to the European A. principalis;
however, it can readily be separated on a basis of the dental chaeto-
taxy, viz., I L3 absent in benitlls, present in A. principalis. This
characteristic is perfectly constant in the Nearctic and Neotropical
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forms and appears to be constant in the European forms. In addition
to this, the fomth antennal segment has only five subsegments in
A. bcnitlls, with only an occasional specimen showing an indication of
the sixth segment, whereas A. principalis normally has six subsegmen ts.
Single specimens identifiable as A. benitlls were seen from two ca ves,
one in Virginia and one in West Virginia. The former was fairly typical
of the species, but the laLLer displayed many unusual characteristics.
The first subsegment of the fourth antennal segment was considerably
longer than normal, and the hind ungues were more slender than in
any of the comparable epigeic forms. It appears likely that this re-
presents a considerably isolated population. However, the individual
concerned was much larger than normal for this species, and it is
necessary to have a better sample before it can be determined that
this form docs or docs not deserve specific recognition. I t agrees well
with the species on most of the characteristics of importance (i. e.
cephalic chaetotaxy, dental chaetotaxy, and subanal appendages).
Distribution:
Type locality: Arlington, 1I1ass., J uncI 896. Otherwise generally
distributed over North and Central America. I have examined speci-
mens from twelve states, three Canadian Provinces, and three Centl'al
American and Northern South American countries. Other records in-
clude almost every major region of the continent. Only two records
from caves, each of a single specimen: ~lcChmg Cave, Greenbrier Co.,
West Virginia, Aug. 10, 1958, Barr colI.; Breathing Cave, Bath Co.,
Virginia, August 28, 1958, Barr coIl.
A R RHO P A 1-1TE S B I J1f US new species
Figures: 31, 41,61,68,82,94
Antennae with five subsegments on fomth antennal segment. Long-
est setae on third and fourth segments about twice as long as diameter
of segments. Cephalic chaetotaxy normal with M1 absent. Setae all
slender, none strikingly spine-like, those of I L series straighter than
others. Eyes prominent, conical. No striking spine-like setae on thorax.
Anal valves with largest setae not strikingly different from others,
considerably more slender than subanal appendages. Hind ungues
only slightly thicker than fore ungues, all with clear median inner
tooth and tunica. Empodial appendages all look somewhat like normal
fore appendages and with prominent corner tooth. Dental chaetotaxy
as in pygmaclls. Ve4 about one third of way from base to apex of dens.
Mucro with clear flange at apex. Tenaculum normal. Female subanal
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appendage rod-like to cmved with heavy modemte sermtion on dorsal
sudace of apical one fourth of length. Male unknown.
]) iscussion:
This species resembles A. pygmaclls in many respects, most noLably
in its denLal and cephalic chaetoLaxy. lL is easily separated on two
bases, first Lhe stl'llCtme of the female subanal appendages, which
resemble A. bcnillls more than they do pygmaclls, and second, the
small size of the large setae of the anal valves.
In most respects this species resem bles A. hi,.lllS, and in fact it may
be part of the geographical variation of this species; however, the
two are presen Lly easily separated by the fore ungues, toothed in
hi,.IIlS, untoothed in A. bimus; the fourth antennal segment, six Lo
seven subsegments in hi,.lllS, five segmented in bimlls; and the em podia
appendages, normal in hi,.llls and similar to each other in bimlls. In
this last characteristic the condition seen in bimlls is rarely found in
the genus. On the whole it appears to be a well marked species, and
quite probably additional collections will show it to be widespread in
the northel'Jl tier of Eastern central caves. Type - holotype female.
Distribution:
Known only from type locality: Shiloh Cave, Lawrence Co., Indiana,
.Jan. 28, 1959, Don Burton coIl.
ARRll 0 PA Ll TE S CAECU S (Tullberg)
Figures: 6A, 22-25, 50, 52, 65, 81, 87-89
Sminlhul'us coccus Tullherg, 1871, Ofv. Kong. VeL..Akad. 28: )1,6 [Type:
Unknown].
Al'l'hopalitcs caccus Bomer, 1906, MitL. l\'aLUI'hisl.Mus. Hamburg 23: 182.
A number' of specimens both from caves and epigeic localities can
be identified as this species. They have striking featmes, the most
important of these being the small spines on the anal valves, and the
large ventral spine at the base of the mucro. In most respects they
agree very well with the Emopean specimens identified as this species.
The differences are sometimes in conflict only with some of the de-
scriptions available. For example, in the Nearctic specimens the dorsal
den tal seta e6 is absent, but Delamare and Denis indicate its presence,
while Stach describes it as rarely present. In addition to this, the
Nearctic specimens show seta ds normally displaced toward the e
series even in adults, a character shown by Denis as holding for young
specimens of the European forms. The series of setae Ve2 through Ve4
are very heavy in the Nearctic forms, but the figme given by Gisin
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shows a similar situation quite in contrast to that seen in the figures
and descriptions of the other authors.
The spine-like setae of the head (including the I L, Land M3) are
strikingly difTerentiated from the normal setae of the head. This con-
dition is difTerent from that described by a number of European
authors; however, the Swiss and French specimens I have examined
show the spine-like setae clearly. All specimens have the third antennal
segment swollen, but without a distinct hump. The various descriptions
merely state that no hump is present. In view of the contradictions
and confusion indicated among the various European authors and
the nature of the difTerences between the Nearctic and European
forms, I feel it wisest to consider the Nearctic and European forms as
synonymous until a thorough study of the European specimens can
be made. At such a time it may well turn out that there are two
separate species involved.
Two epigeic specimens (one from Urbana, Illinois, and one from
Edmonton, Alberta) have the cephalic and dorsal spine-like setae
much heavier than is seen in most of the other specimens and the
female subanal appendage is apically expanded. However, in both
characteristics intermediate conditions exist. In view of this and the
small series of specimens seen, I feel it best to consider the forms a
single species, until adequate material is available.
Dis tribu tion:
This species has been reported from many epigeic localities in North
America, but the only specimens identifiable as this species seen in
this study were from epigeic 10caliLies in Evey Canyon, Claremont,
Calif.; Ames, Iowa; Urbana, Illinois; Edmonton, Alberta; I-lunLers
Cave, Jackson Co., Iowa, and Wind Cave, Custer Co., SouLh Dakota.
In view of the many identifications it is best to leave the distribuLion
entirely in doubL until new examinations of the old maLerial can
be made.
ARRllOPALITES CLARUS new species
Figures: 5A, 7, 12, 40, 56, 66, 84
Body slightly bilaterally flattened, white or covered on dorsum and
front of head and dorsum of body with scabrous patches of red
pigment. Antennae with seven subsegments on fourth antennal seg-
ment. Most of the setae of fourth segment about three times as long
as diameter of antennae, those of other segments 1Y2 to two times as
long as the segmental diameter. Cephalic chaetotaxy with M1 always
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absent, A3 level with posLerior margin of anLennae. None of cephalic
01' greater abdomen seLae spine-like. Largest setae of anal valves not
sLrikingly enlarged at base and about Lhe same diameLer as Lhe sub-
anal appendage. All ungues elongaLe, similar in shape. Each wiLh a
very weak median inner Looth. Mucro wiLh weakly knobbed or spaL-
ulaLe Lip, ouLer edge of mucro only irregularly and sparsely serraLe,
inner edge wiLh normal regular serra Lions. Only one clear spine on
dens (El); however, the L series of setae are somewhat thicker basally,
particularly Ll. Ventral seLae as in other members of the pygrnaclls
group, with Ve4 a liLLIemore than ~ way from base to apex of dens.
Tenaculum as in pygmacus buL with laLeral branch or ramus somewhat
shorter.
Discussion:
This is a clearly marked troglobitic species. The most striking
variation Lo be seen in the form concerns the dental chaetotaxy. On
the ventral surface the basal seta is normally as described, but on a
few specimens it may be considerably nearer the base of the dens.
The dorsal chaetotaxy also poses some problems in interpreLation. On
most specimens there is only one clear spine- El, on others both £1
and E3 are spine-like, and in a few the L series are also somewhaL
spine-like. However, in all such cases these sLructures have long apical
prolongaLions and are clearly difTerenL from the spines found normally
in these areas. There is also considerable variation in the ungues, with
some specimens having a clear tunica and slighL di fl'erenLiaLion be-
tween the fore and hind ungues, but these are always similar and
never so sLrikingly different as are those of Lypical pygrnaclls group
forms. A single specimen from Copelin Cave, Ken Lucky, is similar to
this species in most respects; however, it difl'ers in the basal papilla
from which the subanal appendage arises and also in some small
details of the dental chaetotaxy. More material is required before it
can be determined if this is the same or another troglobiLic species.
With Lhis exception it has been taken only from caves of Missouri
and Arkansas. Types - Holotype female and five paraLypes.
DisLr'ibuLion:
Type locality: Hockhouse Cave, Barry Co., Missouri, SepL. 7, 1959,
Tecklin and I-ledges colI. Also taken from Granny Dean Cave, NewLon
Co., Arkansas, .Jan. 2G, J958, Barr call. Wildcat Cave, Barry Co.,
Missouri, Sept. 7, 1959, Tecklin and Hedges coil. In addition La this
there is one doubLful record of a single specimen from a cave in
Kentucky (see above).
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ARRlfOPALlTES DJVERSUS Mills
Figures: S, 4.9, 53, 77, 91, 95
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Arrhopalitcs divcrslls Mills, 1931" A Monograph of LheCollembola of Iowa:
93-% [Type: JefTerson, Illinois: Ill. StaLe Nat. llist. Survey, Urbana).
Psclldarrhopalites diverslls Stach, 1945, The ApLerygolen fauna ot' Poland
in relation to the world fauna, Family SminLhuridae, Acla Monogr ..Mus.
Nat., Krakow: 620.
This well marked species can be readily recognized by the unique
filamentous tooth on the ungues. It is a part of the .Ii. caecus group
of the genus, as shown by the presence of small spines on the anal
valves, the presence of two Ve3 setae, and the presence of a Ve5• In
addition to this, it has the bulbous mucronal apex seen in many of
the species of this group and has the numerous spine-like setae on the
dorsum of the body characteristic of many of these forms. While there
is no spine on the ventral surface of the dens, the basalmost setae are
very heavy. All the relationships with the caeens gr'oup are so clear
that the possession of a peculiar ungual structUI'e can hardly be con-
sidered as meriting a special genus for the form.
The dorsal dental chaetotaxy is basically of the type seen in caccus.
However, the E series, particularly EI through E.1 are definitely spine-
like, and the same is true to a less striking degree in the L series.
Although only three L spines and six E series setae are normally
present, an additional seta 01' spine can be seen in some specimens of
both series.
Distribution:
Type locality: Jefferson, Illinois. Also taken from Leon, Iowa;
Tucson, Arizona; Coalinga, California; and Connecticut. Not reported
so far from caves.
ARRHO PALl TES D UBJ US new species
Figures: 5 D, GB, 27, 2S, tiS, 59, 70, SO, 92, 9G
Coloration is white, with slight traces of pigment. Antennae typical
of 11. pygmaeus group with subsegments of fOUI'th antennal segment
clear. Third segment with clear, although not prominent, swelling at
mid-level of segment. Length of longest setae on antenna, about two
times diameter of antennae. Chaetotaxy of head normal with seta WII
always absent. Posterior setae (A3, i\[3-4, 112-3, and LI-2) weakly spine-
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like, and difficult to distinguish from others in structure. No clear
spine-like setae on body. All ungues have a prominent median inner
tooth. Fore and middle empodial appendages with prominent corner
tooth and apical filament longer than appendages. I-lind appendage
with shorter filament and extremely weak tooth. All claws with tunica.
Mucro with apex weakly knobbed or flanged. Dorsal dental chaeto-
taxy normal except for the absence of L3. Ventral chaetotaxy with
Ve4 between one fourth and one third of way from base to apex of
dens. Female with subanal appendages slightly expanded apically,
serrate and strikingly flattened and curved. Largest setae on anal
valves very heavy, almost two times as thick as subanal appendages,
and with one pair having a very minute basal flange on one side.
Tenaculum as in A. pygmaeus.
Discussion:
A. dub ius is obviously very close to the form here called A. pygmaeus,
and future work may in fact show that it is actually a geographic
variation of this species. However, the morphological difTerentiation
is sufficient to warrant their being called separate species at the
present time. The table given below shows the most striking differ-
ences seen between the two forms:
Table
A. pygmaclls
A. dllbills
Female subanal
appendage
straighl at apex
clearly curved
up at apex
Denlal
chaetotaxy
La always presenl
La usually absent
Third
antennal seg.
swelling weak
swelling clear
In addition to this, the ratio of the fourth antennal segment to the
cephalic diagonal indicates separate populations. A. dllbillS also varies
somewhat in both dental and cephalic chaetotaxy, with occasional
specimens having L3 or M1 present. However, in all such cases these
setae are abnormal in position. Types - Holotype female, five para-
types.
Distribution:
Type locality: Hunters Cave, Jackson Co., Iowa. Also taken from
Mystery Cave, Fillmore Co., Minnesota; Crystal Lake Cave, Dubuque
Co., Iowa.
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IIR R 110 P AU TE S II I R T U S new species
Figures: 6 C, 18-21, 46, 58, 72, 76, 97
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Coloration: Dorsum of body, vertex and front of head coyercd with
scabby brownish orange pigment. Tboracic intersegmental regions
pale. Antennae with fourth segment having six subsegments. Third
antennal segment with small but clear swelling over basal one third
of structlll'e. Antenna! setae of fourth segment slightly longer than
diameter of segment, those of other segments shorter than antennal
diameter. Cephalic chaetotaxy normal, with i\11 absent. Setae of I L
and L series plus A3 weakly spiniform. No clearly spine-like setae on
greater abdomen. Lal'gest normal setae of anal val yes noticeably
thicker than subanal appendage, not flanged at base. Ungues each
with a clear median inner tooth, but hind ungues clearly beavier and
shorter than fore ungues. All empodial appendages with long apical
filaments, with corner tooth sLI'iking on first two pairs and weak on
third. Mucro with a weak ventral indentation and clear apical flange.
Dental chaetotaxy normal except for the occasional absence of eo'
Ventral chaetotaxy of dens with Ve4 about one third of distance from
base to apex of dens. Tenaculum as in pygmaclls. Female S1Ibanal
appendages deeply serrate, pinnate.
Discussion:
This is a very well marked species which resembles the .Japanese
A. ha(Jci Yosii in some respects and the European A. Ol'llatus in others.
It can be distinguished froIll the former readily on a basis of the
dental chaetotaxy, and from the latter by the absence of the unusual
antennal hump. The species is clearly marked from the othel's of the
genus so far seen in North America on the basis of both the female
subanal appendages and the dental chaetotaxy. In the specimens
examined so far, the most striking variation noted is in the number
of subsegments of the fourth antennal segment. One specimen shows
seven of these whereas the normal number is six. The populations
from two Iowa caves show a remarkable variation in the sub anal
appendage of the female (see Fig. 18) with the stl'llcture appearing
almost palmate in side view. This is most marked in the specimens
from \Vompi Cave which also have the most marked spine-like setae
on the head and the most conspicuous bump on the base of the third
antennal segment. In view of all this, it seems probable either that
seyeral species are included under the present definition, or that one
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species with considerable geographic variation is here to be seen.
Present collections arc insufficient to determine which is in fact the
case, and in this situation I feel it best to consider the whole as a
single variable species.
The specimens so far taken are from caves in \Visconsin and Iowa,
and in a subcavernicole habitat (drainage tile) in Illinois. More ad-
equate collections may show it to be widespread throughout the
region. In addition to this, a number of collections have been seen
from the west coast which arc doubtful. They display most of the
characteristics of the species, but those so far seen were in such poor
condition that it is impossible to be certain whether a different species
is in fact involved. For this reason, the species must be considered as
a questionable troglophile at the present time with the peculiar dis-
tribution of cavernicole in the midwest and of epigeic in the western
part of the country. It is very likely that more adequate samples will
show that there arc actually two species involved. Types - Holotype
female, eleven paratypes.
Distribution:
Type locality: Y Cave, ;Vlaquoketa, Jackson Co., Iowa (specimens
of type series taken from culture). Also taken from other caves in the
Maquoketa region; Backbone Cave, Delaware County; and Wompi
and Thurn Caves, Clayton County; Dance Hall Cave, .Jackson County;
and four caves in Wisconsin: .Jenkins Cave, Pierce Co.; Rising Sun
Cave, Pierce Co.; John Gray and Pop's Cave, Richland Co.; all in
August 1958. Also taken from drainage tile, Union Co., Illinois, and
from the vicinity of Indian Lake, Ohio. Three doubtful epigeic local-
ities are Logan Co., Utah; Claremont, Calif.; and Corvallis, Oregon.
AHHHOPALITES AMARUS new species
Figures: 26, 43, 57, 73, 90, 93
Antennae with fourth segment having five subsegments. Third seg-
ment with gradual enlargement at base. Longest setae of third and
fomth antennal segments only slightly longer than the diameter of
the antennae. Cephalic chaetotaxy normal with ;VII missing. Cephalic
spine-like setae very heavily swollen basally on setae A, I L1, I L2, and
L1. Thoracic setae of first two rows heavy and spine-like. Largest
setae on anal valves heavy, clearly thicker than subanal appendages
and with small but striking basal, serrate flanges. Fore and hind ungues
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each with a minute, unclear, inner median tooth .. Mucro with apical
knob or flange and sharp indentation about two-thirds of the way
from the base to the apex of the ventral surface. Chaetotaxy of dorsum
of dens unusual in that setae 1,2' 1,3' and E3 are all very weakly
spiniform and difficult to distinguish from the normal body setae.
This is particularly true of E3, which can be considered in most cases
as a normal dental seta. Ve4 is about one-third of the distance from
the base to the apex of the dens. The tenaculum is normal, and the
female subanal appendage is short and acuminate with a heavy uni-
lateral flange neal' the apex.
Discussion:
Only a small series (five specimens) of this species has been examin-
ed; however, the subanal appendages and the seta-like nature of e3 of
the dental setae arc combined with the spine-like setae of the first
two rows of thoracic setae to make this a well marked species. A single
very large specimen has been seen, and on this the 1, series of dental
setae are considerably more spine-like than on the other specimens.
More material must be examined hefore it can be determined whether
this is a normal development in post-maturity molts in the group. At
the same time, the small basal flanges on the largest setae of the
subanal valves can be seen on normal specimens only with some
difficulty, but they arc very striking on the one extra-large animal.
All of the cephalic setae of the numbered series are somewhat spine-
like, but the ones of the I L series, as well as A3 and 1,1 are very striking
and about the heaviest cephalic spines seen in the genus in North
America. I have examined the types of Gisin's A. cochleafer, which
resemble A. amarns strikingly in the shape of cephalic spines and to
some extent in the shape of the mucro. While the two species do
present many familial' features, 1,2 and 1,3 arc clearly more spine-like
in A. cochleafer and E3 and E4 arc clearly heavier and mor-e spine-like
in A. cochleafer than in A. amarl/s. The subsegments of the fourth
antennal segment arc dilTerent, six in cochleafer and five in amarns.
Type - Holotype female, Ill. State NaL. Hist. Survey, Urbana.
Distribution:
The species so far has been recorded from only three epigeic local-
ities. Type locality: Volo, Illinois, * 497!18 Hichards& Sanderson coIl.
Also taken from Charleston, 111., Hocks Park, Oct. 2, 1946, Ross and
Sanderson colI.; and Evey Canyon, 4 mi. NNE Claremont, California,
March 12,1953, R. l3enjamin colI.; Arnprior, Ontario, Canada; Cartel'
l3asin, Labrador, Sept. 7, 1958, Lawrence coIl.
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ARRHOPAU TES PYGilf AEU S (Wankel)
Figmes: 3, 4, 32-34, 47,78,85,101
Dicyrtoma pygmaclls \Vankel, '1860, Lolos, Zeilschrifl f. Nalurwissenschafl
10: 201.
SmYlithul'Us jcrrugillclls Packard, 1888, Mem. Nal. Acad. Sci. 4: 6i [Type:
New Market cave, Rockingham Co., Va.; Mus. Compo Zoo!.]. New
synonymy.
Smynthurlls mammolilhia Banks, 1897, ArneI'.Nal. 31: 381 [Type: Mammolh
cave Edmonson Co., Ky. U.S. Nal.l\lus.]. New synonymy.
Sminthurinlls binoclilatus Borner, 1901, Zoo!. Anz. 23: 343 [Type: Lemalhe
Cave, Weslfalia].
Arrhopalitcs pygmacus: Slach, 19[,5, Academia Polona Liller'arum el
Scientarum Acla 1\lusei Hislol'ia Naturalis 1: 30-34.
The Nearctic members of this species are indistinguishable from the
Emopean members of the species using the present basis of the
taxonomy. For this reason, I am considering them as synonyms for
the moment, in spite of the fact that futme work may well show that
one or lIIore separable Nearctic forllls exist.
The structlll'e of the Nearctic specimens is quite variable in a number
of characteristics. The tunica may he clearly present on .all ungues,
absent on one pair, or not visible at all. The ratio between the first
subsegment of the fomth antennal segment and the third antennal
segment is variable, but there is no basic distinction which can he
made here, either hetween the epigeic and cave forms or between the
Emopean and Nearctic forms. The subarial appendages of the female
also vary a great deal, most strikingly in caves of Missolll'i and
Northem Tennessee (see Fig. 34 & 35), but the variation in this struc-
tme is in no way congruent with the variation in the other character-
istics. Variation in antennal structlll'es occurs in specific regions. In
two caves, Ash Cave, Pulaski Co., Missouri, and Godwin Cave, Mamy
Co., Tennessee, specimens arc found with six rather than five sub-
segments on the fourth antennal segment, while in Claiborne Co.,
Tennessee, the third antennal segment is noticeably enlarged basally.
In contrast to these structlll'es the chaetotaxy of the head and of
the dens is quite constant. On the head, seta AIl is almost always
absent, and none of the setae is strikingly spiniform. The posterior
setae are somewhat heavier than the anterior ones (particularly IL2,
IL3, and L2), but this is never striking and can easily be overlooked.
The dorsal setae of the dens are quite normal (see Table 1),while the
ventral setae have Ve4 about one third of the way from the base to
the apex. The spine-like setae of the dens are constant in number, but
they vary slightly in shape, sometimes being clearly spines and other'
times having a slender apical filament and being somewhat seta-form.
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The largest setae of the anal valves arc slightly thicker than the sub-
anal appendages and either without flanges or with a very minute
flange on one pair. The tooth structure of the unguis is quite constant,
but the empodial appendage may have the typical corner tooth ab-
sent. In short, this appears to be an extremely variable species within
North American caves. The exact nature of this variation must await
further work, but much of it appears to be geographic in nature.
I have examined the type specimens of both A. mammollthia and
of A. jcrruginclls. Tn both cases there does not appear to be any
characteristic which' would serve to separate these species from each
other, or from the typical A. pygmaells of North America. Packard, in
his description and figures of jcrruginells, shows the presence of seven
subsegments on the fourth antennal segment; however, the type
specimen clearly shows that this is not so, and the typical five sub-
segments are in fact present. Tn both species the type specimens
clearly show the subanal appendages of the female, and these are of
the typical pygmaells type. In view of all these facts I am considering
both species as synonyms of pygmaclls.
Distribution:
This form is extremely rare as an epigeic animal but quite COIllmon
in caves. The cave distribution shows the typical widespread type
being found in Virginia; the Tennessee, Kentucky, Alabama area; and
in Missouri and Northern Arkansas. It ,does not appear in the north
central caves, where it is replaced by A. dllbillS. A number of the
epigeic finds were in such places (drain tiles) as to make it likely that
this is in fact a troglobitic form still retaining some tolerance for out-
side conditions. Kentucky: Mt. Olive in the vicinity of Lexington;
Mammoth Cave, Edmonson Co.; Arkansas: Devil's Den, Devil's Den
State Park, Wasil. Co., Cave on expanded joint, from wood on floor;
Brewer Cave near Everton; Tennessee: \Vall Cave, Putnam Co., .Jan. !l,
1961, Barr call.; Godwins Cave, Maury Co., .June 8, 1957, Barr call.;
Ward Cave, Bedford Co., Aug. 27, 1957, Barr call.; Foster's Cave,
Montgomery Co., inside cave, beneath rocks and sticks; Durham's
Cave, rvlontgomery Co.; Cumberland Caverns, \Varren Co.; Hargis
Cave, 1 mi. north Granville, .Jackson Co.; Virginia: Madison Cave,
Bath Co., Aug. 27, 1958, Barr call.; Fraley's Cave, Wyndale 7~' Quad.;
Missouri: Fisher Cave, Franklin Co., Feb. 8, 1958, Tecklin call.; Bat
Cave, Pulaski Co., near Crocker, Feb. 14, 1959; Powder Mill Creek
Cave, Shannon Co.; Old Spanish Cave, Stone Co.; Marcellus Cave,
Phelps Co.; Wildcat Cave, Barry Co.; across field from Rockhouse
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Cave; Ash Cave, Pulaski Co.; Alabama: Simmons Cave It mi. N. W.
Huntsville, i\Iadison Co., 11-10,1961; Illinois: Charleston, Hocks Park,
debris about spring; Florida: Gainesville, Alachua Co.
ARRflOPAUTES WJlJTESJDEJ Jacot
Figures: 14-17, tl5, 5t1, 67, 79, 86, J02
Arrhopalites lI'hitesidei JacoL, 1933, ArneI'. ;\Iid. Nat. 20: 572-573 [Type:
Branford Conn.; Slale Agricultural Exp. SLat. New Haven, Conn.].
I30dy normal in shape, anlennae with five subsegments on fourth
antennal segment. Longest setae of third and fourth segments about
twice as long as diameter of segments. Cephalic chaetotaxy with seta
iVIlalways absent, setae of L and I L series clearly spine-like, those of
M and A series weakly so. Chaetotaxy of thorax with first row of setae
weakly spiniform, remainder normal. Ana} valves with largest setae
strikingly thicker than subanal appendages and with two or more
bearing a weak, serrate flange at one. side of base. Eyes not prominent
and can frequently be seen only as smooth areas in the integument.
Claws with the anterior pair strikingly more slender than the posterior
pair. Ungues clearly tunicate and with a striking median tooth. Mucro
with clear apical knob or large flange. Chaetotaxy of dens normal for
-pygmaclls group except for the absence of seta Id3• Ventral setae with
Ve4 about one third of distance from base to apex of dens. Tenaculum
normal. Subanal appendage long, slender, strikingly curved and acu-
minate with one or more deep serrations along margin.
Discussion:
This species is common in caves over a wide area, and a rare
species in epigeic habitats over an equally wide £I'ont. 1 have examined
the types of Jacot's species and have found them to be the same as
the form described above. The species is clearly marked on the basis
of the dental chaetotaxy and the curved acuminate subanal append-
age. The female subanal appendage is quite variable. The appendage
may be almost entirely smooth, or equipped with a few scattered
serrations, or senate over the whole length of both margins. [n all
cases the rod is long, acuminate, and markedly upcurved. Another
variable characteristic of the species is the eye. In most forms a single
pair of eyes is clearly present, but in many specimens the eyes have
no pigment patch, and can be seen as vestigial (?) cornea only under
careful examination of the eye region with very high magnification.
The flanged setae described for the anal valves are frequently ver'y
weakly developed and may be absent.
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Distribu tion:
This appears to be a primarily epigean speeies which has invaded
caves in widely dispersed localities. Type locality: Ant nest, Branford,
Conn., March 1937; other epigeic localities: Keeseville, N. Y., Aug. 25,
1956, Stannard call.; numerous .localities in central and Southern
Illinois; Evey Canyon, Los Angeles County, Califomia. Cave localities:
Crystal Cave, Spring Valley, Pierce Co., 'vVisconsin, Aug. Ii, 1958; Lewis
cave, Bipley Co., Missouri, Sept. 11, 1959, Tecklin and Hedges call.;
Muenster cave, Dubuque Co., Iowa, Nov.H, 1959; Kyrnulga Cave,
Talladega County, Alabama, July 5, 1951; Sullivan Cave, Lawrence
Co., Indiana; Crystal Lake Cave, Dubuque Co., Iowa, 1958.
COLLOPIJORA QUADHIOCULA TUS (Denis)
Figures: 9, 10, H
A,.,.hopaliles quadrioculalus Denis, 1933, Boll. Lab. Zool. Portici 25: 28!,-285
[Type: Serrin Viejo, Santa Rosa, Costa Rica).
Collophora quadrioculalus Delamare-Massoud, 1961., Zool. Anz. 172: 31•.
This remarkable species is probably primarily a tropical form, and
it is quite distinct from all of the Arrhopalites seen in North America.
In many respects it resembles Pararrhopalites of Bonet; however the
ventral tube appears to be smooth rather than warty. The most strik-
ing features of the species are the numerous eyes, the absence of clear
spines on the dens, and the presence of a peculiar knobbed both-
riotrichia on the great abdomen. This last feature was seen on both
the one specimen taken from the U.S. and several of the type series
of specimens from Costa Bica. Tn any case, the species is readily
distinguished both on dental chaetotaxy and eye number, and is
apparently unrelated to the other forms seen here.
Only one specimen from the U. S. was seen. and this was taken
from Cochise Co., Arizona.
SUMMARY
The members of the genus Arrhopalites (Collembola Sminthuridae) found
in the U. S. and Canada are described and illustrated. These include six
previously described forms and seven new species: ",I. allus, A. clarus, A.
bimus, A. bellingeri, A. dubius, A. lti,.lus, and A. all/arus. Two forms known
only from incomplete specimens arc described, but not named. Nine of the
species arc found in caves, but only four of these are at present unknown
from surface localities. The characteristics of the genus are described and
discussed, and the genus I'seudarrhopaliles Stach is placed in synonymy
with /Ir,.hopaliles. New methods are developed for formulazing the structure
of the female subanal appendage, and identifying the cephalic spines and
setae.
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Les membres du genre ArrllOpalites (Collembola SminLhuridae) trouves
au E. V.A. eL au Canada sonL decrits eL dessines. Sont comprises six formes
decrites prececJemmenL et sepL especes nouvelles :L:1.altus,A ..clarus,A.bimus,
A. hellingeri, A. dubius, A. hirtus et ./1. amarus. Deux formes connues unique-
menL d'apres des specimens incompleLs sont decrits, mais sans nom. Neuf
d'entre les especes se LrouvenL dans les cavernes, dont quatre seulement
inconnues it present com me provenant de 10caliLes de surface. Les caracte-
ris Liques du genre son t decri ts et discu tes eL Ie genre l'seudarrhopalites
Stach est range en synonymie avec L:lrrhopalilcs. Des methodes nouvelles
ont ete developpees pOllr reduire en formules la strucLure de I'appendice anal
de la femelle et pour iden tiner les epines cephaliques et les soies.
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EXPLANATIONS OF PLATES 11 (1) -19 (9)1)
PLATE 11 (1)
General fealures of genus.
Figures 2-4: Chaelotaxy of various organs showing leltering syslems.
2. Dorsum of head, semi-diagrammatic. 3. Dorsum of dens of pygmaeus.
4. Venter of dens pygmaeus. 5. Series of L2 spines showing lhe variation
seen in lhis slructure: A. clarus; B. benitus from Parsons, Tenn.; C. benitus
from Annisquam, ?dass.; D. dubius. 6. Series of mucrones showing dilTer'ent
lypes: A. Bulhed tips deeply indented ventral surface, (caecus); B. Flanged
tip slightly indented venlral surface, (dubius); C. Pointed tip slraighl
ventral surface, (hirtus). 7. Typical habilus (selae omitted) form illuslraled
clams 30 x.
PLATE 12 (2)
Female subanal appendages, seen from ahove and lo one side wilh a
magnification of aboul 3,000 X excepl where olherwise slaled.
8. divers us, Tucson, Arizona. Figures 9-11: Col/ophom quadrioculatlls.
9 & 10. Two dilTerenl specimens same localily, Yucalan. 11. Side view,
Tucson, Arizona. 12. clams, Copelin Cave, Ky., 1,000 X. 13. altus, hololype.
Figures 1ft-17: !l'hitesidei. 1ft. Kymulga Cave, Childersburg, Ala. 15. Jordan
Creek, Vermillion Co., Ill. 16 & 17. Bell Smilh Springs, Ill., two dilTerent
specimens same locality. Figures 18-21: hirtus. 18. \Vompi Cave Clayton
Co., Iowa. 19. Arnprior, Ontario. 20. Logan Canyon, Utah. 21. Longhorn
Caverns, Burnel Co., Texas. Figures 22-25: caecus. 22. Culture originating
from Hunlers Cave, .Jackson Co., Iowa. 23. Edmonlon, Alberla. 2fl. Urbana,
Ill. 25. Evey Canyon vic., Clarmonl, Calif. 26. amarllS, Volo, Ill. Figures 27
& 28: dubius. 27. Hunters Cave, .Jackson Co., Iowa. 28. Same seen from side.
29. sp.? Veiled Lady Cave, Penn. 30. sp.? Griffin Creek area, .Jackson Co.,
Ore. 31. bil/ws, Shiloh Cave, Lawrence Co., Ind. Figures 32-3f.: pygmaclls.
32. Typical form, Scott Cave, Madison Co., Ala. 3:3. Unusual form, Slalion
Creek Cave, Claiborne Co., Tenn. 3f •. Unusual for'm, Leesburg, Fla. :15.
bel/illgeri, Schofield Pass, Colo. Figures 36-B8: bellitus. B6. Breezewood, Pa.
(seen from below). :37. Volo, Ill. (seen from side). BS. Type specimen (seen
from below).
1) All species Arrhopalites unless olherwise noled.
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PLATg 13 (3)
Ungues and empodial appendages. In each species the forefoot is lettered
,A and the hindfoot is lettered B. Magnification about 1,000 x except as
noted.
39. altus, holotype. /,0. clahls, A. forefoot paratype, B. hindfoot holotype.
!d. bimus, holotype, 500 x. /i2. bcllillgeri, holotype, 3,000 x. /iil. amams,
holotype, 3,000 x. V•. bellitlls, Parsons, Tenn., 3,000 x. 45. whitesidei, A.
forefoot, Lowmool' Quarry Cave, Alleghany Co., Va., n. hindfoot, Kymulga
Cave, Childersburg, Ala. 46. hirtlls, Pops Cave, Hichland Co., Wise. /i7.
pygmaeus, A. forefoot Madison Cave, Augusta Co., Va., B. hindfoot Brewer
Cave, Everton, Ark. /i8. dubius, A. forefoot holotype, B. hindfoot para type.
/i9. di(Jersus, Tucson, Arizona, 3,000 x. 50. caecus, Urbana, Ill., 3,000 x.
P LA T E 1f. (I.)
Dental Chaetotaxy. In each case the dorsal surface is marked A. and the
ventral surface is marked B. Specimen seen from above or below except
where otherwise noted.
5!. bellillgeri, holotype, 250 x. 52. mecus, culture origin Hunters Cave,
Jackson Co., Iowa, 1,500 x. 5ilo di('ersus, Coalinga, Calif., 500 x. 54. white-
sidei, Jordan Creek, Vermilion Co., Ill., 500 x. 55. bellitus, A. Crailhope, Ky.,
B. Boston Bar, British Columbia, 500 X . 56. clarus, holotype, seen from side,
250 x. 57. amarus, Volo, Ill., 1,500 x. 58. hirtus, Ai' \Vompi Cave, Clayton
Co., Iowa, 250 X, A2• Dance Hall Cave, Jackson Co., Iowa, 500 x, both
.specimens seen from side, B. Slar Valley Cave, Crawford Co., \Visc., 500 X .
59. dubius, holotype, 500 x. 60. altus, holotype, seen from side only basal-
most ventral sela shown, 250 X .61. bimus, hololype, seen from side, 500 x.
PLATE 15 (5)
Cephalic chaeloLaxy, and anlennal form.
Figures 62-6/.: benitlls, variations of spine distribulion on posLerior
portion of left half of head, as seen from above. All figures aboul 500 x.
62. Volo, III. 63. Arnprior, Onlario. 6/1.Apaican, Costa Hica. Figures 65-72:
third and fourth antennal segmenls wiLh setae omilted. 65. caCCllS,culture
derived 'from Hunters Cave, Jackson Co., Iowa, 1,000 X. 66. clarus,Granny
Dean' Cave, \Vashinglon Co., Ark., 250 x. 67. lI'hitesidei, Jordan Creek,
Vermilion Co., Ill., 250 x. 68. bimus, hololype, 250 x. 69. altlls, holoLype,
250 x. 70. dubius, Hunters Cave, Jackson Co., Iowa, 500 x. 70A. Third
segmenl dubius, holotype, 500 x. 7t. benitus, Parsons, Tenn., 500 x. 72.
hirtus, \Vompi Cave, Clayton Co., Iowa, 250 x. 72A. hirtus, same localily,
250 x. Figures 73-8ft: Spine, like cephalic sela (lettered 13 et. seq.) and
normal inLeranLennal sela (lettered A). l\1agnification aboul 3,000 x. 73.
amarus, Arnprior, OnLario. 7/•. benitus, A.B. Volo, Ill.; C. Edmonlon, AI-
berla; D. Bell Smith Springs, Ill. 75. bellillgeri, hololype. 76. hirtus, Wompi
Cave, Claylon Co., Iowa. 77. di(Jcrsus, Homer, III. 78. pygmaells, \Vall Cave,
Pulnam Co., Tenn. 79. whitesidei, .Jordan Creek, Vermilion Co., Ill. 80.
dubius, Hunlers Cave, Jackson Co., Iowa. 8t. caecus, A. & B. \Vind Cave,
Cusler Co., S. D.; C. Edmonlon, AlberLa. 82. bimlls, hoJoLype. 83. altus,
hololype. 8/1. clarus, paralype.
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PLATE 16 (6)
Anal setae, mucrones, and misc.
Figures 85-91: Anal setae, about 3,000 X, except where noted. 85. pyg-
maeus, Muenster Cave, Dubuque Co., Iowa, 1,000 x. 86. whitesidei, Kymulga
Cave, Childerburg, Ala., 250 x. 87-89. caecus: 87. Culture derived from
Hunters Cave, Jackson Co., Iowa. 88 & 89. Different specimens Edmonton,
Alberta. 90. amarus, Charleston, Ill. 91. dirersus, Homer, Ill. Figures 92-96:
Mucrones seen from side. 92. dubius, Hunters Cave, Jackson Co., Iowa,
250 x. 93. amarus, Volo, Ill., 1,500 x. 94.. bimus, paraLype, 500 x. 95.
dirersus, Homer, Ill., 1,500 x. 96. dubius, Fosters Cave, l\lontgomery Co.,
Tenn., 250 x. 97. Female subanal appendage specimen from Jackson Co.,
Ore., doubtfully identified as hirtus, 3,000 x. 98 & 99. Eyes of two dilTerent
paratypes, bellingeri, 3,000 x. 100. Tenaculum, altus, holoLype, 1,500 X.
101. Tenaculum, pygmaeus, 'Vall Cave, Putnam Co., Tenn., 3,000 X. 102.
Spine L2 whitesidei, Jordan Creek, Vermilion Co.., Ill., 3,000 x.
PLATE 17 (7)
Curves for four dilTerent organ ratios, each curve being a composiLe for
all species except A. clarus, which is shown as a dotted line connected to
the appropriate black curve. In the key below the ordinate is given first in
each case. A: cephalic diagonal/fourth an tennal segmen t; 13: mucro/dens;
C: fore tibiotarsus/hind tibiotarsus; D: mucro/fore unguis.
PLATE 18 (8)
Top: Curves showing change in ratio of first subsegment of the fourth
antennal segment (ordinate) to the cephalic diagonal (axis). A: altus and
clarus; 13: whitesidei; C: pygmaeus; D: composi te of dubius, hirtus, and
benitus.
Bottom: Curve showing ratio between Cephalic diagonal (Ordinate), and
hind tibiotarsus (axis).
PLATE 19 (9)
l\latrix representing variation found in female subanal appendages in
Holarctic Arrhopalites. In the center a simple form is represented, and all
others are considered as variations from this. The most highly dilTerentiated
are represented as points along the periphery, and in each case the form
considered as a midway intermediate is also illustrated. The radii of dilTer-
entiation are numbered, and the level of dilTerentiaLion is represented by
lettered concentric circles.
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